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INTRODUCTION
Since the appearance of V. Jones’ epoch-making paper on index theory
of subfactors, various methods have been developped in construction of
subfactors of finite index. The known methods can be roughly categorized
into four groups:
(i) Automorphic actions of groups on factors.
(ii) Ladder construction of finite-dimensional commuting squares.
(iii) Sector techniques in algebraic quantum field theory.
(iv) Free product and its variations such as amalgamated product.
Among these, the second method is of fundamental importance because
ladders of commuting squares appear as a part of combinatorial invariants
of subfactors known as the standard invariant of S. Popa or the paragroup
of A. Ocneanu.
Due to the celebrated work of S. Popa, these invariants recover the
original subfactors as the ladder construction whenever relevant factors are
AFD II1 factors and the associated invariants are strongly amenable. Here
recall that the strong amenability of S. Popa comprises two notions, the
amenability of PerronFrobenius eigenvector and the ergodicity of generat-
ing probability measure. The classification result is later extended to
amenable subfactors as announced by S. Popa in various occasions.
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Recently, these two notions are extended to fusion algebras by F. Hiai
and M. Izumi, where various formulations of amenability of dimension function
(the counterpart of PerronFrobenius eigenvector in standard invariant)
are worked out including ergodic characterizations of amenability.
Recall here that fusion algebras come into as the Grothendieck ring of
the tensor category of descendant bimodules of subfactors. It is also widely
recognized that the descendant tensor category itself is an expanded
invariant of paragroups although no direct connection has been established
yet.
Anyway, a subfactor of finite index associates a canonical probability
measure of finite support on the fusion algebra and the ergodicity in strong
amenability is nothing but the ergodicity of the associated probability
measure as a random walk on the fusion algebra.
Thanks to the analysis of D. Bisch and U. Haagerup, we know that there
are plenty of examples of amenable but not strongly amenable subfactors
and any probability measure of finite support fails to be ergodic for the
fusion algebra in the class they dealt with, which reveals the necessity of
ergodicity assumption in S. Popa’s classification results on strongly
amenable subfactors.
The purpose of the present work is to present a new method of construc-
tion of bimodules as well as subfactors from the information of tensor
categories with the only assumption of amenability.
The key observation here is the fact that the amenability enables us to
construct an ergodic probability measure of infinite support on the fusion
algebra. Now our basic idea is very simple: instead of finite-dimensional
commuting squares just use the amplified commuting squares by the AFD
II1 factor, which will provide us freedom to exploit non-canonical probabil-
ity measures.
Although tensor categories associated to paragroups is generated by a
single bimodule corresponding to a subfactor, there is no guarantee of
finiteness of generators in general tensor categories. This is already the ease
for countable groups.
To avoid such defficiency, we deal directly with an amenable tensor
category from the outset and shall construct a fully faithful imbedding
of the tensor category into the bimodules-of finite index over the AFD
II1 -factor.
As a quick application of our construction, we show the existence of
minimal actions of compact Kac algebras with amenable duals on the AFD
II1 -factor, which generalizes the result for finite-dimensional Kac algebras
due to T. Yamanouchi as well as the case of compact Lie groups.
It should be noticed here that Y. Ueda constructed minimal actions of
arbitrary compact Kac algebras on full II1 -factors by a free product
method.
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1. C*-TENSOR CATEGORIES
A linear category C (i.e., C is a category with hom-sets given by vector
spaces and all the relevant operations being linear) is called a C*-category
(cf. [7]) if hom-sets are complex Banach spaces with *-operation satisfying
& f *f &=& f &2 for f # Hom(X, Y). For functors between C*-categories, it is
natural to require the compatibility with *-operations: F( f *)=F( f )* for a
morphism f: X  Y. We call functors with this property *-functors.
A C*-tensor category is a C*-category with a special object I (called the
unit object), a *-preserving bivariant functor  : C_C  C (( fg)*=
f *g*) and natural families of unitary isomorphisms [aX, Y, Z : (XY)
Z  X (YZ)], [lX : IX  X], [rX : XI  X] (called associa-
tivity and unit constraints respectively) satisfying the pentagon identity and
the triangle identity, i.e., the commutativity of the following diagrams
((UV)W)X a (UV) (WX)
a1 a
(U (VW))X w
a
U ((VW)X) ww
1a
U (V (WX)),
r(V )1W 1V l(V)
(VI )W wwa V (IW)
VW VW.
A C*-tensor category is strict if constraints a, l and r are identities
((XY)Z=X (YZ) and IX=X=XI particularly).
A C*-tensor functor is a *-functor F between two C*-tensor categories
together with a natural family of unitary isomorphisms [mX, Y : F(X)
F(Y)  F(XY)] satisfying F(I )=I, lF(X)=F(lX) mI, X , rF(X)=F(rX) mX, I
and making the following diagram commutative.
(F(U)F(V))F(W) wwww
mU, V 1 F(UV)F(W) wwww
mUV, W F((UV)W)
a F(a)
F(U) (F(V)F(W)) wwww
1m
F(U)F(VW) wwww
m
F(U (VW)).
Remark. The requirement F(I )=I in the definition of tensor functor
can be weakened to F(I )$I but we adopt the stronger definition for sim-
plicity.
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Let F: C  C$ and G: C$  C" be C*-tensor functors with natural
families of multiplicativity isomorphisms mFV, W : F(V)F(W)  F(VW)
and mGV$, W$ : G(V$)G(W$)  G(V$W$). Then the composite functor
G b F: C  C" is again a C*-tensor functor with respect to the natural
family of unitary isomorphisms given by
mGFV, W : GF(V)GF(W) wwww
mGF (V), F(W) G(F(V)F(W)) wwww
G(mFV, W) GF(VW).
Two C*-tensor functors F and G from C to D is naturally equivalent
(denoted F$G) if there is a natural family of unitary isomorphisms
[.X : F(X)  G(X)] satisfying
.V.W .VW
F(V)F(W) wwm
F
F(VW)
G(V)G(W) ww
mG
G(V_W).
The following is an analogue of [21, Theorem 4.4.1] and its proof is
more or less straightforward.
Proposition 1.1. Let C and D be C*-tensor categories and F: C  D be
a C*-tensor functor. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(i) There is a C*-tensor functor G: D  C such that G b F$idC and
F b G$idD .
(ii) Any object X$ in D is isomorphic to an object in the image of F
and FX, Y : Hom(X, Y)  Hom(F(X), F(Y)) is an isomorphism for any X, Y
in C.
If a C*-tensor functor F satisfies the equivalent conditions in the above
proposition, we call F a C*-tensor isomorphism. Two C*-tensor categories
are said to be isomorphic if we can find a C*-tensor isomorphism between
them.
The following is an easy variation of [21, Theorem 7.2.1] (cf. also [16,
Chap. XI.5]).
Theorem 1.2. Any C*-tensor category is isomorphic to a strict one.
In what follows, we shall exclusively work with strict C*-tensor
categories.
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Definition 1.3. By a conjugation in a C*-tensor category C, we mean
a conjugate-linear C*-tensor functor, X [ X , Hom(X, Y) % f [ f #
Hom(X , Y ) with the associated conjugate multiplicativity [cX, Y : Y X 
XY] and a natural equivalence [dX : X  X ] satisfying dX =dX : X  X .
Recall that cX, Y and dX are required to satisfy
X Y Z wwwc1 YXZ XY wwwdd X Y
1c c d c
X ZY www
c
ZYX, XY www
c
Y X .
A conjugation is strict if [cX, Y] and [dX] are identities (XY=Y X
and X =X particularly.)
Remark. Given a conjugation in a C*-tensor category, we often use the
notations X*=X and tf =f * (=( f )*) whenever it is convenient.
Here is another version of coherence theorem, which can be proved by
an obvious modification of the method in [16, Chap. XI.5].
Theorem 1.4. Any C*-tensor category with conjugation is isomorphic to
a strict one.
A basic example of C*-tensor category is provided by bimodules over a
von Neumann algebra A with the tensor product operation given by the
so-called relative tensor product of bimodules ([34], [36], [42]) or by
endomorphisms of a von Neumann algebra in sector theory. The C*-tensor
category of AA bimodules admits the obvious conjugation given by taking
dual Hilbert spaces with dualized actions.
Definition 1.5. An object X in a C*-tensor category is simple (semi-
simple) if End(X)=C1X (if it is isomorphic to a direct sum of finitely many
simple objects). A C*-tensor category C is semisimple if the unit object is
simple and every object in C is semisimple.
From here on, we only deal with a semisimple strict C*-tensor category C.
Definition 1.6 ([46]). By a Frobenius duality in a (strict and semi-
simple) C*-tensor category, we mean a strict conjugation together with a
family of self-conjugate morphisms [=X==X : XX*  I]X # Object satisfying
the following conditions.
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(i) (Multiplicativity)
=X
XYY*X* www
=XY I
1=Y1
XX* I.
(ii) (Naturality) For a morphism f: X  Y in C,
1 tf
=X
XY* wwwf1 YY*
=Y
XX* I.
(iii) (Faithfulness) The map
Hom(X, Y) % f [ =Y b ( f1) # Hom(XY*, I )
is injective for X, Y # Object(C).
(iv) (Minimality) For a morphism f # End(X), we have
=X ( f1) =*X==X* (1 f ) =*X* .
Let A be a factor. If we restrict the tensor category of AA bimodules to
the ones having finite index, then it admits a canonical Frobenius duality:
Given an AA bimodule X of finite index, define a tracial functional {X on
End(X) so that {X ( p)=dim( pX) for a projection p in End(X), where
dim( pX) denotes the quantum dimension of the reduced bimodule pX. The
functional {X is referred to as the minimal trace, which in turn has the
unique extension to a normal AA linear map TX : End(XA)  A, where A
in the range of TX is identified with a subfactor of End(XA) by left action.
Now if we specify an intertwiner $: L2 (A)  XA X* by $(.12)=
(. b TX)12, then it is well-defined and its adjoint =X=$*: XA X*  L2 (A)
gives a Frobenius duality ([43]). When A is a finite factor with the nor-
malized trace {, $ is given by
$(a{12)=a({ b TX)12,
where {12 and ({ b TX)12 denote the GNS-vectors of { and { b TX respec-
tively. (For a full account of our notation, see [41].)
Remark. (i) In [46] and [44], Frobenius duality is called self-adjoint
=-structure.
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FIGURE 1
(ii) For the definition of Frobenius duality, the semisimplicity of
C*-tensor categories is not needed.
If a C*-tensor category with the simple unit object admits a Frobenius
duality, the finite-dimensionality of hom-sets is automatic and hence we
can extend the C*-tensor category to a semisimple one by adding subob-
jects.
(iii) As seen below, Frobenius duality is a strengthened version of so-
called ‘‘rigidity’’ in tensor categories. For C*-tensor categories with simple
unit object, it turns out that there is no essential differences between these
two notions: we can show the existence and the uniquness of Frobenius
duality in a rigid C*-tensor category ([48]).
(iv) An abstract formulation of dimension function on rigid C*-tensor
categories is worked out in [20].
In what follows, we shall work with a (strict and semisimple) C*-tensor
category with a Frobenius duality [=X].
Definition 1.7 ([46]). For a morphism f # End(X), define its trace
( f ) X # C by
( f )X 1I==X ( f1) =*X .
For an object X in C, its quantum dimension d(X) is defined by
d(X)=(1X) X .
The following are easy corollaries of these definitions (see [46] for
details).
Proposition 1.8. (i) For morphisms f: X  Y and g: Y  X, we have
( fg) X=(gf ) Y .
(ii) For f # End(X) and g # End(Y), we have
( fg) XY=( f ) X (g) Y .
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(iii) For f # End(X),
( tf ) X*=( f ) X .
With the functional ( } ) in hand, we now introduce the inner product in
a hom-set Hom(X, Y) by
( f | g)=( f *g) X=(gf *) Y .
Lemma 1.9 (Hook Identities). (i) For the unit object I, the morphism
=I==I* : II  I is nothing but the natural identification by unit constraints.
(ii) For an object X in C, the composite morphisms
X www
1=*X* XX*X www
=X1 X,
X www
=*X1 XX*X www
1=*X X
are the identity 1X on X.
These identities are represented by planar diagrams as Fig. 1.
(Morphisms are directed from up to down.)
For a morphism f # Hom(XY, Z), its left and right Frobenius trans-
forms are defined by g=(1X*  f )(=*X* 1Y) # Hom(Y, X*Z) and
h=( f1Y*)(1X =*Y) # Hom(X, ZY*) respectively with the inverse
transforms given by
(=X 1Z)(1X g)= f=(1Z =Y*)(h1Y).
These are diagramically expressed as Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.
FIGURE 2
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FIGURE 3
Thus computations of composite morphisms involving hook identities
can be done by topological deformations of morphism diagrams in the
plane. Note that crossing of morphism lines should not be used here due
to the lack of braiding structures. The minimality assumption, however,
allows us to use the reflection identity: For f # Hom(XX*, I ), we have
the identity in Fig. 4.
In fact, if we denote by g=(1 f )(=*X* 1) # End(X*) the Frobenius
transform of f, then the minimality condition shows
=X* (1 f1)(=*X* =*X*)==X* (g1) =*X*==X (1g) =*X= f=*X .
The following is proved in [46] as a cyclic symmetry of Frobenius
transform.
Proposition 1.10. (i) Frobenius transforms are unitary maps.
(ii) Repetitions of Frobenius transforms give the same result if they
have the common initial and final hom-sets. For example,
Hom(XYZ, VW)  Hom(V*XYZ, W)  Hom(V*X, WZ*Y*)
and
Hom(XYZ, VW)  Hom(XY, VWZ*)
 Hom(X, VWZ*Y*)  Hom(V*X, WZ*Y*)
give the same result.
FIGURE 4
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2. AMENABILITY IN C*-TENSOR CATEGORIES
Let C be a (strict and semisimple) C*-tensor category with a Frobenius
duality. We denote by S the set of equivalence classes of simple objects in
C, which is referred to as the spectrum of C. The free module C[S]
generated by the set S admits the *-algebra structure defined by
[X][Y]= :
[Z] # S
dim(Hom(Z, XY))[Z], [X]*=[X*].
The *-algebra C[S], with a distinguished countable basis S, is a fusion
algebra in the sense that
(i) the unit element 1 belongs to S,
(ii) for x, y, z # S, the coefficient Nxyz of 1 in xyz (i.e., xyz=
Nxyz1+ } } } ) is a non-negative integer and satisfies the cyclicity Nxyz=Nyzx ,
(iii) the *-operation makes S invariant globally (i.e., x # S implies
x* # S) and satisfies
Nx*y=$x, y , Nz*y*x*=Nxyz .
Remark. The above definition of fusion algebra is slightly different from
the one given by Hiai and Izumi in its appearance but they are equivalent
as can be easily seen. For example, we can show
xy= :
s # S
Nxys*s,
which allows us to identify Nxys* with the structure constant N sxy .
Since the quantum dimension in C takes the same value for isomorphic
objects, it induces a functional d on C[S] by d([X])=d(X), which is a
dimension function on the fusion algebra C[S] in the sense that it is multi-
plicative and satisfies d(s)=d(s*)>0 for s # S. Note that the multi-
plicativity condition is equivalent to
d(x) d( y)= :
s # S
N sxy d(s)
for x, y # S.
If we extend the function Nxyz to the whole C[S] by N(c)=c(1) with
c=s # S c(s), then it is a tracial state and satisfies N(c*c)=s # S |c(s)|2.
For x # S, denote by Lx the left multiplication operator of x in C[S].
Then with respect to the basis, Lx is represented by a locally finite matrix
of non-negative entries and the dimension function gives an eigenvector of
Lx with eigenvalue d(x). Since the l2-norm of c # C[S] is given by
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- N(c*c), the adjoint matrix of Lx is given by Lx* (this can be seen directly
by the S3 -symmetry of N) and d is an eigenvector of L*xLx with eigenvalue
d(x)2.
By PerronFrobenius theorem (cf. [9]) or by RieszThorin interpola-
tion (see [11]), we can then show that &L*x Lx&d(x)2, i.e., &Lx&d(x).
Definition 2.1. A dimension function d on a fusion algebra C[S] is
amenable if it satisfies the following condition: For a=s # S a(s) s with a(s)
non-negative integers, we have
d(a)=&La : l2 (S)  l2 (S)&.
From this definition, an amenable dimension function is unique if it exists
and minimal among dimension functions.
A C*-tensor category with Frobenius duality is amenable if the
associated dimension function is amenable.
Remark. (i) The above definition of amenability is equivalent to the
one given by Hiai and Izumi, which is an easy corollary of results in [11].
(ii) Another amenability was introduced for objects in C*-tensor
categories by Longo and Roberts, which is closely related to the S. Popa’s
result on strongly amenable subfactors ([20]).
Example 2.2. (i) On a finite dimensional fusion algebra, there exists
the unique dimension function, which is automatically amenable ([36,
47]).
(ii) Let G be a discrete group and consider the (algebraic) group
algebra C[G]. The dimension function on C[G] is unique and given by
d(g)=1 for g # G. Then the amenability of the dimension function d#1 on
C[G] is equivalent to the amenability of G.
(iii) Let G be a compact Lie group and C[G ] be the fusion algebra
associated to the Tannaka dual of G. Then the ordinary dimension function
is amenable. The uniqueness of dimension function, however, breaks down.
For example, all the dimension functions on C[SU(2)@ ] come from the
Tannaka duals of the quantum groups SUq (2) for q1.
With the help of dimension function, we define the convolution product in
l1 (S) by
(+ V &)(s)= :
x, y # S
d(s)
d(x) d( y)
N sxy +(x) &( y)
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according to [11]. We also use the notation +n for the iterated convolution
product + V } } } V + (n-times).
Note that, for probability measures + and &, + V & is again a probability
measure.
Theorem 2.3 ([11, Proposition 4.2]). An amenable dimension function
d on a fusion algebra C[S] is weakly amenable in the sense that we can find
a sequence of probability measures [.n]n1 such that
lim
n  
&.n V $s&.n&1=0
for any s # S.
A probability measure + on S is generating (or non-degenerate) if for any
s # S, we can find n1 such that +n (s)>0.
Given a generating probability measure +, a sequence [ fn]n1 of
bounded functions on S is called a bounded harmonic sequence of + if
supn1 & fn &<+ and
fn (x)= :
s, y # S
N ysx
d( y)
d(x) d(s)
+(s) fn+1 ( y)
for n1 and x # s(+n).
Note here that constant functions are bounded harmonic sequences.
If we apply the boundary theory of Markov chain to the transition prob-
ability
p(x, y)= :
s # S
d( y)
d(x) d(s)
N ysx +(s),
we obtain the following result ([14]).
Theorem 2.4. Let + be a generating probability measure on S. Then the
following are equivalent.
(i) Any bounded harmonic sequence is a constant function.
(ii) For any s # S,
lim
n  
&+n V $s&+n&1=0,
where $s denotes the Dirac measure supported by s # S.
A probability measure + is ergodic if it satisfies these equivalent conditions.
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The following is an analogue of a measure-theoretical characterization of
amenability of countable groups in [15].
Theorem 2.5. Let C[S] be a fusion algebra and d be a weakly amenable
dimension function, i.e., d satisfies the conclusion in Theorem 2.3. Then we
can find an ergodic probability measure + satisfying s(+)=S and
+(s*)=+(s) for s # S.
Proof. By assumption, we can find a sequence [.n]n1 of probability
measures on S such that
lim
n  
&$x V .n&.n &1=0 for any x # S.
Then, for =>0 and a finite subset F/S containing the unit 1, we can find
a symmetric probability measure . on S of finite support such that
s(.)#F and
&$x V .&.&= for x # F.
In fact, choose n1 so that &$x V .n&.n&= for x # F, approximate .n
by a positive measure .= of finite support so that &.n&.= &= and set
$=.=+
=
&$F &
$F , =
1
&$&
$.
Then
&$x V $&$&&$x V .=&.=&+2=&$x V .n&.n&+4=5=
and
&&$&=|1&&$&|=&.n&&&$&|
&.n&$&&.n .=&+=2=
show that &$x V &&9= for x # F. To get symmetric one, we just take
.= V *.
Let [Fn]n0 be an increasing sequence of finite subsets in S with
F0=[1] and S=n1 Fn . Choose sequences [tj] j1 and [= j]j1 of
positive numbers so that j tj=1 and =jz0 as j  .
We can then find an increasing sequence [nj] j1 of positive integers so
that
(t1+ } } } +tj&1)nj= j for j1.
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From the above observation, we can inductively choose symmetric prob-
ability measures +n on S (n1) so that s(+j)Z, s(+ j)#F j _ (s(+j&1))nj and
&$x V +j&+j&= j for x # (s(+j&1))nj.
Define a symmetric probability measure + on S by
+= :

j=1
tj+ j
and we shall prove the ergodicity of + by showing that
lim
n  
&$x V +n&+n&=0 for x # S.
In the expression
+n=:
k
tk1 } } } tkn +k1 V } } } V +kn , k=(k1 , ..., kn),
we divide the summands into two parts: Given m1, let n=nm and set
&1= :
|k|<m
tk1 } } } tkn +k1 V } } } V +kn ,
&2= :
|k|m
tk1 } } } tkn +k1 V } } } V +kn ,
where |k|=max[k1 , ..., kn].
Then we have
&&1&= :
|k|<m
tk1 } } } tkn=(t1+ } } } +tm&1)
n(t1+ } } } +tm&1)nm=m .
In the summand of &2 , let j1 be the first index such that k jm and
express
%=+k1 V } } } V +kn=%1 V +kj V %2 .
By s(+ki)/s(+m&1) for i< j, s(%1)/(s(+m&1))
n&1 and then s($x V %1)/
(s(+m&1))n=nm for x # s(+m&1). Thus, we have
&+kj&$x V %1 V +kj &=m , &+kj&%1 V +kj &=m ,
whence
&$x V %1 V +kj V %2&%1 V +kj V %2&&$x V %1 V +kj&%1 V +kj &2=m
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shows that &$x V %&%&2=m . Taking the summation over k, we have
&$x V &2&&2&2=m if x # s(+m&1).
In total, we have
&$x V +nm&+nm&&$x V &1&&1&+&$x V &2&&2&4=m
for x # s(+m&1).
Therefore, for nnm and x # Fm&1 /s(+m&1),
&$x V +n&+n&=&($x V +nm&+nm) V +n&nm&&$x V +nm&+nm&=m
shows that
lim
n  
&$x V +n&+n&=0 for any m1 and any x # Fm&1 . K
Remark. (i) A dimension function is weakly amenable if and only if it
admits an ergodic measure + on S.
(ii) If the spectrum S is a finite set, then any generating probability
measure is ergodic by PerronFrobenius theory.
3. CONSTRUCTION OF BIMODULES
Let C be a strict C*-tensor category with a Frobenius duality, S be the
associated spectrum set with dimension function d and + be a symmetric
ergodic probability measure on S with the support s(+) containing the unit
element V in S and generating the whole spectrum S. We shall choose a
representative set of S once for all and identify it with the set S itself. We
often omit the tensor product symbol  to simplify the notation (for
example, xy means xy in C for x, y # S).
Let R be an AFD II1 factor with the normalized trace { and choose an
orthogonal family [es]s # S of projections in R such that
{(es)=
+(s)
d(s)
.
For a sequence x=(xn , ..., x1) # Sn, we define the projection ex # R n by
ex=exn  } } } ex1 . We use the notation xRy for exR
ney . With the
obvious identification R$1 } } } 1R, we extend { to the normal trace
on R n, which is again denoted by {.
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Given an object X in C, we set
An (X)= 
x, y # S(+)n _
xn } } } x1X
yn } } } y1 X & xRy
for n=1, 2, ..., where [ XY]=Hom(Y, X), s(+)
n=s(+)_ } } } _s(+) (an
n-times product set), and make An (X) into a *-algebra by obvious block-
wise operations indexed by elements in s(+)n. Note that the unit in An (X)
takes the form
1An(X)= 
x # S(+)n
1xn } } } x1X exn } } } x1 .
For n=0, we set A0 (X)=End(X).
If we introduce a *-subalgebra Asn(X) of An (X) for each s # S by
Asn(X)= 
x, y # S(+)n _
xn } } } x1 X
s &_
yn } } } y1X
s &
*
 xRy ,
then Asn(X) is an AFD II1 factor for n1 (all blocks being fully stuffed)
and we have the obvious central decomposition
An (X)=
s # S
Asn(X).
Lemma 3.1. A normal trace on the factor Asn(X) takes the form
_xn } } } x1Xs &_
yn } } } y1X
s &
*
xRy % !’*a [ wn (s) $x, y (’ | !) {(a)
with wn (s)0 depending only on s # S, where (’ | !) is the natural inner
product in Hom(s, xn } } } x1 X). (Recall that (’ | !) 1s=d(s) ’*!.) Moreover
its functional norm trace(1Asn) is given by
wn (s) d(s) :
t # S
N tXs
+n (t)
d(t)
.
Proof. A normal trace on An (s) obviously takes the form
b=!’*a [ w(x) $x, y (’ | !) {(a)
and a comparison of trace(bb*) and trace(b*b) gives the equality
w(x)=w( y).
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From the expression
1Asn= :
x # S(+n)
:
! # Hom(s, xn } } } x1X)
!!*ex ,
we see that the value trace(1Asn) is calculated by
wn (s) :
x
:
!
d(s) {(ex)
=wn (s) d(s) :
x # S(+n)
dim _xn } } } x1Xs &
+(x1) } } } +(xn)
d(x1) } } } d(xn)
=wn (s) d(s) :
t # S
dim _tXs & :x dim _
xn } } } x1
t &
+(x1) } } } +(xn)
d(x1) } } } d(xn)
=wn (s) d(s) :
t
dim _tXs &
+n (t)
d(t)
. K
We define the unital imbedding @n : An (X)  An+1 (X) by
@n ( fa)= :
s # S
(1s  f ) (es a)
for f # Hom( yn } } } y1 X, xn } } } x1 X) and a # xRy , where 1s  f # Hom(syn
} } } y1X, sxn } } } x1X) is an ampliation of f in the tensor category C.
Lemma 3.2. Let {n be the trace on An (X) associated to a function
[wn (s)]s # S(+n)[X] . Then {n is the restriction of {n+1 under the imbedding
An (X)  An+1 (X) if and only if
wn (x)= :
s # S(+)
:
y # S(+n+1)[X]
N ysx
d( y)
d(x) d(s)
+(s) wn+1 ( y)
for x # s(+n)[X].
Proof. From the expression
@n (1Asn)= :
x # S
:
x1, ..., xn
(1x 1xn } } } x1X (s))exxn } } } x1
= :
y, x, x1, ..., xn
:
!, _
(!_) (!_)*exxn } } } x1 ,
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where ! # Hom(s, xn } } } x1 X) and _ # Hom( y, xs) run through elements of
orthonormal bases, we have
{n+1 (@n (1Asn))= :
x, y, x1, ..., xn
wn+1 ( y) d( y) N xn } } } x1Xs N
xs
y {(exxn } } } x1)
= :
t # S
N tXs
+n (t)
d(t)
:
x, y # S
N xsy
d( y)
d(x)
+(x) wn+1 ( y).
We compare this with {n (1Asn)=wn (s) d(s) t N
tX
s +
n (t)d(t) to get the relation
wn (s)= :
x, y # S
N xsy
d( y)
d(s) d(x)
+(x) wn+1 ( y)
for s # s(+n)[X]. K
Corollary 3.3. If we set wn (s)#1 for n1 and s # s(+n)[X], then it
gives rise to a factorial trace {X on A (X)=n0 An (X) with the bound
{X (1)=d(X).
Proof. The trace {X has the bound d(X) because
:
s # S
{+ (1Asn)= :
s # S
d(X)&1 d(s) :
t # S
N Xts
+n (t)
d(t)
=d(X)&1 :
t
d(Xt)
+n (t)
d(t)
=1.
To see the factoriality, consider a tracial functional | majorized by {X ,
which is described by a harmonic sequence [0wn1]n0 of +. Since the
measure + is assumed to be ergodic, there is a constant 0c1 such that
wn (x)=c for n1 and x # s(+n) by Theorem 2.4, proving |=c{X . K
In what follows, we use the notation An and A to stand for An (I ) and
A (I ) (I being the unit object in C) respectively. We also use the notation
{ to denote the tracial state {I on A=A (I ).
The following is immediate from the definition.
Lemma 3.4. The trace-preserving conditional expectation E: An+1 (X) 
An (X) is given by
E(_a)=$s, t_~ (=*s* 1)E sn(a)
for
_ # _sxXtyX & , s, t # S, x, y # Sn, a # sxRty ,
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where E sn(a) # xRy is defined for a # sx Rsy by {(E
s
n(a) b)={(a(es b)) with
b # yRx and _~ # [ xXs*tyX] is the Frobenius transform of _.
For an object X in C and n1, set
Xn= 
x, y # Sn _
X
x1* } } } xn*yn } } } y1&L2 (x Ry)
and define an imbedding Xn  Xn+1 by
_ Xx1* } } } xn*yn } } } y1&L2 ( xRy)  s # S _
X
x1* } } } xn*s*syn } } } y1&L2 ( sx Rsy)
!b{12 [ 
s # S
!(1x* =s* 1y) (es b) {12.
With the inner product defined by
(!a{12 | ’b{12)=(! | ’) {(a*b)
(see the definition after Proposition 1.8 for (! | ’)), Xn is a Hilbert space
and the imbedding is isometric because of
:
s # S
(!(1=s* =*s* 1) !*){(es aa*)= :
s # S
d(s)(!!*)
+(s)
d(s)
{(aa*)
=(!!*){(aa*).
Note that the direct sum in the definition of Xn is orthogonal.
For later use, we record here the formula for the projection map
Xn+1  Xn :
_ Xx*s*ty&sx Rty {12 % ’b{12 [ $s, t ’(1=*s* 1)E sn(b) {12.
The Hilbert space Xn is an AnAn bimodule in the following way:
Identifying Hom(x1* } } } xn*yn } } } y1 , X) with Hom( yn } } } y1 , xn } } } x1X) via
Frobenius transform, for
_a # _sn } } } s1tn } } } t1 &s Rt , !b{12 # _
xn } } } x1X
yn } } } y1 &L2 (xRy),
we define the action by
(_a)(!b{12)=$t, x(_1X) !ab{12 # _sn } } } s1Xyn } } } y1 &L2 ( sRy)
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and
(!b{12)(_a)=$y, s!_ba{12 # _xn } } } x1Xtn } } } t1 &L2 (xRt).
Lemma 3.5. The action is compatible with the imbedding:
An_Xn _An Xn
An+1_Xn+1_An+1 ww Xn+1 .
If we identify Hom(x1* } } } xn*yn } } } y1 , XX*) with Hom( yn } } } y1X,
xn } } } x1 X), then we obtain the expression
(XX*)n= 
x, y # Sn _
xn } } } x1 X
yn } } } y1X &L2 (xRy)
and the image of 1X # End(X)=(XX*)0 in (XX*)n is given by

x # Sn
(1x 1X)ex{12.
With the obvious unitary map L2 (An (X), {X)  (XX*)n defined by
(_a) {12X [ _a{12,
the Hilbert space (XX*)n admits the right action of An (X), which extends
the right action of An if we imbed the von Neumann algebra An into An (X)
by
An % _a [ (_1X)a # An (X).
For _a # Hom(tX, sX)sRt , the relation
"(_a) \ x # S n 1x 1X ex{
12+"
2
=&(_a)(1tX et{12)&2
=(_ | _) {(a*a)
=d(X) {X+ ((_a)* (_a))
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shows that the trace {X on An (X) is realized as a vector functional of

x # S n
(1x 1X)ex{12 # (XX*)n .
Note here that the image of the vector in (XX*)n+1 takes the same form
and hence represents the trace {X on An+1 (X).
Thus the Hilbert space (XX*)n can be identified with L2 (An (X), {X) and
the AnAn action corresponds to the one associated to the imbedding
An  An (X). Moreover, the identification is obviously compatible with the
inclusions (XX*)n  (XX*)n+1 , An (X)  An+1 (X) and An  An+1 . Since
the restriction of {X to A is nothing but { on A , we conclude that the
AA action on (XX*)=n1 (XX*)n is (weakly) continuously
extended to the A &A action on (XX*) , where A is the weak
closure of A with respect to the trace { and (XX*) is the Hilbert space
completion of (XX*) .
(Let B be a finite von Neumann algebra with a faithful trace { and A/B
be a unital *-subalgebra. The GNS Hilbert space L2 (A, {|A) is naturally
identified with the closed subspace A{12 of L2 (B, {) and the orthogonal
projection e: L2 (B, {)  A{12 commutes with *B(A) and \B(A) on
L2 (B, {). The induced von Neumann algebra *B(A)" e is then naturally
identified with *A (A)". Since the induction *B(A)"  *B(A)" e is injective
({12 being separating for *B(A)), we obtain the *-isomorphism
*A (A)" % ae [ a*B(A)", which obviously extends the *-isomorphism
*A (a) [ *B(a), a # A.)
Now we set A(X)=A (X) and use {X to denote the continuous exten-
sion to A(X). For X=I, we also use the notation A=A(I ) and {A={I
Thus A is the von Neumann algebra completion of n1 An with respect
to the tracial state { .
Lemma 3.6. For an object X in C, let X be the Hilbert space comple-
tion of n1 Xn . Then the AA action on n1 Xn is continuously
extended to the AA action on X : X is an AA bimodule.
Proof. Since X is a closed subspace of (YY*) for Y=IX, the
previous discussion gives the result. K
The correspondance X [ X defines a functor from C into the category
of AA bimodules. To see this, given a morphism f # Hom(X, Y), we define
a linear map fn : Xn  Yn by
fn (!a{12)=(1f ) !a{12,
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where ! # Hom( yn } } } y1 , xn } } } x1 X) and a # xRy . In fact,
":j (1 f ) !j aj {
12"
2
=:
j, k
((1 f ) !j | (1f ) !k) {(a j*ak)
& f &2 :
j, k
(!j | !k) {(aj*ak)
=& f &2 ":j !j aj{
12"
2
shows that fn is bounded and it clearly commutes with the AnAn action.
It is also immediate to check that fn is compatible with the imbedding
Xn  Xn+1 . Thus we obtain an intertwiner
f : X  Y .
Proposition 3.7. The correspondance X [ X , Hom(X, Y) % f [ f #
Hom(X , Y) defines a faithful C*-functor from C into the category of
AA bimodules. Note that ( f *)=( f)*.
Next we shall identify the tensor product X A Y with (XY) . To
this end, we need to capture right A-bounded elements in X . More
explicitly, each element
!b{12 # _xn } } } x1Xyn } } } y1 &xRy {12/Xn
is A-bounded. In fact, for
:
s, t # S n
:
j
_j (t, s)aj (t, s) # _sn } } } s1tn } } } t1 &sRt ,
we have
"(!b{12) \ :s, t, j _ j (t, s)aj (t, s)+"
2
="(!b{12) \:s, j _j ( y, s)aj ( y, s)+"
2
= :
s, s$, j, k
(!_j ( y, s) | !_k ( y, s$)) {(b*bak ( y, s$) aj ( y, s)*)
= :
s, j, k
(!_ j ( y, s) | !_k ( y, s)) {(b*bak ( y, s) a j ( y, s)*)
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&!*!&&b*b& :
s, j, k
(_j ( y, s) | _k ( y, s)) {(ak ( y, s) a j ( y, s)*)
=&!&2 &b&2 ":s, j _j ( y, s)a j ( y, s) {
12"
2
,
whence !b{12 is A-bounded with the operator-valued inner product
given by
[!b{12, !b{12]=!*!b*b # _yn } } } y1yn } } } y1&yRy /An .
Note that the formula is compatible with the imbedding:
_ :s # S (1s !),
s
n(b) {
12, :
s # S
(1s !),sn(b) {12&A
= :
s # S
(1s !*!),2n(b*b).
is the image of !*!b*b # A in An+1 .
Let
!a{12 # _x$n } } } x$1Xxn } } } x1 &x$Rx , ’b{12 # _
y$n } } } y$1Y
yn } } } y1 &y$Ry .
Now the computation
&(!a{12){ A&12 (’b{
12)&2
=(’b{12 | (!*!a*a)(’b{12))
=(’b{12 | (!*!1Y) ’a*ab{12)
=((!1Y) ’ | (!1Y) ’) {(b*a*ab)
shows that
(!a{12){ A&12 (’b{
12) [ (!1Y) ’ab{12 # _x$XYy &L2 (x$Ry)
gives a natural unitary map of X A Y onto (XY) and it inter-
twines the AA actions.
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Proposition 3.8. The AA bimodules [X]X # Object(C) together with the
natural isomorphisms X A Y  (XY) define a monoidal functor
from C into the tensor category of AA bimodules.
Next we consider the *-operation on objects and the associated trans-
posed map operation on morphisms. Define a unitary map (Xn)*  (X*)n
by
\_xn } } } x1 Xyn } } } y1 &xRy{12+
*
% (!a{12)* [ !*a*{12 # _ yn } } } y1xn } } } x1X&y Rx{12,
where !* should be identified with a vector in
_yn } } } y1X*xn } } } x1 &
via Frobenius transform. Let @: Xn  Xn+1 be the imbedding and @ : (Xn)*
 (Xn+1)* be the associated conjugate map. Recall that
@(!a{12)= :
s # S
(1s !) (es a) {12,
@ (!a{12)*=(@(!a{12))*= :
s # S
(1s !a{12)*.
Now it is easy to check the commutativity of the diagram
(Xn)* (X*)n
@ @
(Xn+1)* ww (X*)n+1
and we obtain the unitary map (X)*  (X*) . It is also immediate to see
that this isomorphism intertwines the AA action. Moreover for
f # Hom(X, Y), we have the commutative diagram
(Y)* www
t( f) (X)*
(Y*) www(tf ) (X*) .
Thus the isomorphism (X)*$(X*) is functorial and we shall often
identify them in what follows.
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We now introduce a *-representation of A (X) on X . For _ #
Hom( yn } } } y1 , xn } } } x1X) and c # xRy , the operator defined by
Xn % !a{12 [ _!ca{12 # Xn
is bounded with the norm &_c& and compatible with the inclusions
An (X)/An+1 (X) and Xn /Xn+1 , whence it defines a bounded linear
operator on X and we have a *-representation
?: .
n1
An (X)  B(X).
By the definition, the image of ? commutes with the right action of A and
hence is contained in End(XA).
If one applies the isomorphism X A X* $L2 (A(X)) to the operator
?(a)1X* # B(X A X*), then it turns out to be the left multiplication
of a on L2 (A(X)). In particular, the representation ? is continuously
extended to a normal representation of A(X) on X with ?(A(X))/
End(XA).
Similarly we can define a normal antirepresentation ?$ of A(X) on X*
so that 1X ?$(:) is the right multiplication of : # A(X) on L
2 (A(X))
with
?$(_c)(!*a*{12)=!*_a*c{12
and ?$(A(X))/End( AX*).
Since ?1 and 1?$ are nothing but left and right regular representa-
tions of A(X), we have
(?(A(X))1)$=1?$(A(X))
whereas we have
(End(XA)1X*)$=1X End( AX*)
from general theory ([34]). Comparing these, we then conclude that
?(A(X))=End(XA), ?$(A(X))=End( AX*).
Proposition 3.9. The left and right actions of A(X) on X and X*
respectively are defined by
(_c)(!a{12)=_!ca{12, (!*a*{12)(_c)=!*_a*c{12
for _c # An (X), !a{12 # Xn and their images are given by End(XA)
and End(A X*) respectively.
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Moreover, if T # B(X) is given by the left multiplication of a # A(X),
then tT # B(X*) is given by the right multiplication of a # A(X).
Corollary 3.10. We have
A(X)1Y=End((XY)A(Y*)).
Note that the inclusion
A(X)1Y=End((XY)A(Y*))/End((XY)A)=A(XY)
defines the imbedding A(X)/A(XY), which is specified by the following
explicit formula:
An (X) % _c [ (_1Y)c # An (XY).
We next identify the Jones projection associated to the inclusion
A(X)/A(XY) just defined. Recall that the canonical isomorphism
L2 (A(XY))$(XYY*X*) is given by
(_a) {12XY  _a{12
with
_ # _xn } } } x1XYyn } } } y1XY & , a # x Ry .
Let eY=d(Y)&1 =*Y =Y # End(YY*) and set e=(1X eY 1X*) . Then
we have
e(_a{12)=(1eY) _a{12,
where _ is regarded as an element in Hom( yn } } } y1X, xn } } } x1XYY*) via
Frobenius transform. Since the element
(1eY) _=(1=*Y) _$ with _$=
1
d(Y)
(1=Y) _ # _xn } } } x1Xyn } } } y1X &
corresponds to the element
_$1Y # _xn } } } x1 XYyn } } } y1XY &
again via Frobenius transform, we see that the vector
e(_a{12)=(_$1Y)a{12
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belongs to A(X) {12XY . On the other hand, for _=\1Y with \ # [
xn } } } x1 X
yn } } } y1 X],
we have
_$=
1
d(Y)
(1=Y)(\=*Y)=\
and hence e(_a{12)=_a{12. Thus e is the projection onto
A(X) {12XY /L
2 (A(XY)), which is the Jones projection associated to the
inclusion A(X)/A(XY).
Lemma 3.11. The Jones projection of the inclusion A(X)/A(XY) is
given by
d(Y)&1 (1X =*Y=Y 1X*) # End(XYY*X*))
via the canonical isomorphism L2 (A(XY))$(XYY*X*) , which is realized
by the left multiplication of the element e # A(XYY*) defined by
e= 
x # S n
1
d(Y)
(1x 1X =*Y=Y)ex # 
x, y # S n _
xXYY*
yXYY*&xRy=An (XYY*)
Let E XYX : A(XY)  A(X) be the trace-preserving conditional expectation.
The following is an immediate consequence of the definition of traces.
Lemma 3.12. We have the formula
EXYX (_c)=
1
d(Y)
(1=Y) _c # _xn } } } x1Xyn } } } y1 X &x Ry
for
_ # _xn } } } x1XYY*yn } } } y1X &=_
xn } } } x1XY
yn } } } y1XY & and c # x Ry .
Corollary 3.13. For the Jones projection e # A(XYY*) associated to
the inclusion A(X)/A(XY), we have
E XYY*X (e)=
1
d(Y)2
1A(XY)
and hence [A(XY) : A(X)]=d(Y)2.
In particular, the bimodule X has finite index and Hom(X , Y) is
finite-dimensional for any X and Y.
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Proposition 3.14. Assume that the tensor category C is amenable. Then,
for any projection p # End(X), the quantum dimension of the subbimodule
pX is given by {X ( p) and the identity
{X* ( tf )={X ( f )
holds for any f # End(X). Moreover, we have
(=X)==X .
Proof. Since the (quantum) dimension dim(X) of X is the square
root of the minimal index [A(X) : A]min of the subfactor A/A(X), we
have
dim(X)d(X)
by the above corollary. If we compose this with the functor F: C  B,
X [ X , then we get another dimension function dim b F on the fusion
algebra C[S]. Since an amenable dimension function is minimal among
dimension functions, we obtain the reverse inequality d(X)dim(X),
showing dim(X)=d(X).
Let 1=j pj be a decomposition into minimal projections in End(X)
and {min be the minimal trace on End(X), i.e., the trace {min is charac-
terized by {min ( pj)=dim( p jX) for all j. Since the bimodule p jX is
irreducible, we have
dim( pjX)=- dim( pjX)A } dimA ( pjX)
and then by the additivity of dimension and Schwarz’ inequality
dim(X)=:
j
dim( pjX)=- dim( p jX)A } dimA ( pj X)
\:j dim( pjX)A+
12
\:j dimA ( pj X)+
12
=(dimA (X X*))12
=[A(X) : A]12
=d(X)=dim(X).
Then we can find *>0 such that
dimA ( pj X)=*2 dim( p jX)A .
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On the other hand, dim( pjX)A={$( p j) with {$ a trace on A(X)=
End(XA) and hence proportional to {X , i.e., we can find &>0 such that
{$( pj)=&{X ( p j). Now we have
{min ( p j)=dim( pjX)=* dim( pjX)A=*&{X ( p j)
for j, which means that {min=*&{X | End(X) . If we compare the values of
1X , we conclude that *&=1, showing the equality {min={X |End(X) .
Since {X induces the minimal trace, the map =X is given by
=*X ({
12
A )={
12
X =(=*X) ({
12
A ).
(For the second equality, use the formula of {X discussed after Lemma 3.5)
Finally the identity {X* ( tf )={X ( f ) is a consequence of dim( pX)=
dim( p X*) for any projection p # End(X). K
Remark. Let X and Y be objects in an amenable tensor category C.
A similar argument shows that the Jones index [A(XY) : A(X)] is always
minimal and hence the inclusion A(X)/A(XY) of factors is extremal in the
sense of [25].
4. CENTRAL VECTORS
Definition 4.1. For an AA bimodule X, denote by XA the set of
central vectors in X; XA = [! # X ; a! = !a for all a # A]. For an
An (X)An (X) bimodule (XYX*)n (0n+), we denote by ZXn the pro-
jection (XYX*)  (XYX*)An(X)n . When X=I, we simply write Zn instead
of ZIn .
Lemma 4.2. There is a one-to-one correspondance between vectors in X A
and intertwiners from I into X given by
Hom(I , X)
8
$
W
X A
‘,
‘=8({12A ).
In particular, the vector space X A is finite-dimensional.
Proof. Given 8, 8({12A ) is a central vector. Conversely, given a central
vector ‘ # X A , consider a densely defined closable map 80 by
80 (a{12A )=a‘, a # A.
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Since the vector space Hom(I , X) is finite-dimensional, the polar
decomposition of the closure of 80 reveals that 80 is bounded and hence
can be extended to 8 # Hom(I , X). K
Let ’ # (XYX*)A(X) and en be the projection to the closed subspace
(XYX*)n /(XYX*) . Since (XYX*)n is invariant under the biaction of
An (X), we see that en commutes with the biaction of An (X). Then the vec-
tor ’n=en ’ # (XYX*)n commutes with the action of An (X).
Conversely, if we are given a family of vectors [’n]n1 in (XYX*) such
that ’n # (XYX*)n and a’n=’na for a # An (X). Then any (weak)
accumulation point ’ # (XYX*) satisfies a’=’a for a # A(X).
Lemma 4.3. We have
ZX= lim
l  
ZXl
in weak operator topology.
Proof. Let Z$=liml   ZXl $ be a weak accumulation point of the set
[ZXl ] l1 . Then for a # An (X) and ’ # (XYX*) ,
aZ$(’)= lim
l  
aZXl $(’)= lim
l  
ZXl $(’) a=Z$(’) a
shows that Z$(’) # (XYX*)A(X) . Moreover, for ‘ # (XYX*)
A(X)
 ,
Z$(‘)= lim
l  
ZXl $(‘)= lim
l  
el $‘=‘
shows that Z$=id on (XYX*)A(X) , which, together with (Z$)*=Z$, gives
Z$=ZX (consider a matrix representation of Z$). K
Lemma 4.4. For n1,
Z (Xn)=Z (X Ann ).
Proof. Let ! # Xn . For a unitary u # An and ‘ # Z(X),
(Z (u!u*) | ‘)=(u!u* | ‘)=(! | u*‘u)=(! | ‘)
shows that Z (u!u*)=Z (!). Then the minimal vector !0 in the convex
closure of [u!u*; u is a unitary element in An] belongs to Z(Xn) and
satisfies Z (!0)=Z (!). K
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Definition 4.5. Let X and Y be objects in C. Given a family [!(s) #
Hom(s*s, Y)]s # S , we extend it to the family [!X (x) # Hom(X*x*xX,
Y)]x # Sn by
!X (x)= :
s # S
:
\ # Hom(xn } } } x1X, s)
!(s)(\ \)
for n1, where the summation on \ is taken over a complete set of
orthogonal coisometries.
For a object X in C, we denote by $X the probability measure on S
defined by
$X (s)= :
s # S
X(s)
d(s)
d(X)
,
where X(s) # N expresses the multiplicity of s-component in X.
Lemma 4.6. Given a family of vectors [!(s) # [ Ys*s]]s # S satisfying
:
s # S
(!(s) | !(s))
(+n V $X)(s)
d(s)
<,
the vector ! # (XYX*)n defined by
!X= 
x # Sn
!X (x)ex{12 # 
x # S n _
Y
X*x1* } } } xn*xn } } } x1X&L2 (x Rx)
commutes with the biaction of An (X). Conversely, any vector ! #
(XYX*)An(X)n is of this form for a unique family [!(s)]s # S .
The inner product of !X , ’X # (XYX*)An(X)n is given by
(!X | ’X)=d(X) :
s # S
(!(s) | ’(s))
(+n V $X)(s)
d(s)
.
Proof. Let
!= 
x$, y$ # Sn
:
j
!j (x$, y$);j (x$, y$) # 
x$, y$ # S n _
x$n } } } x$1 XY
y$n } } } y$1X &L2 (x$Ry$)
be a central vector in Xn . Then, for _ # [ xn } } } x1 Xyn } } } y1 X] and a # xRy ,
(_a) != 
y$ # S n
:
j
(_1Y) ! j ( y, y$)a; j ( y, y$)
!(_a)= 
x$ # S n
:
j
! j (x$, x) _;j (x$, x) a
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shows that
:
j
!j (x$, x) _;j (x$, x) a=0
if x${x. Since _ and a are arbitrary, we have
:
j
!j (x$, x);j (x$, x)=0 for x${x
and hence
(_a) !=:
j
(_1Y) !j ( y, y)a; j ( y, y),
!(_a)=:
j
!j (x, x) _;j (x, x) a.
If we set x= y and _=1x , then
:
j
!j (x, x)a;j (x, x)=:
j
!j (x, x);j (x, x) a
for any a # xRx shows that
:
j
!j (x, x);j (x, x) # _xn } } } x1XYxn } } } x1X &ex{12.
Thus the central vector ! in Xn takes the form
!= 
x # S n
!x ex{12 with !x # _xn } } } x1XYxn } } } x1X &
and the commutativity condition is reduced to
(_1Y) !y=!x_ for _ # _xn } } } x1 Xyn } } } y1X & .
If we identify !x with a vector in [ YX*x1* } } } xn*xn } } } x1 X] via Frobenius trans-
form, then the above condition takes the form
!y ( t_1)=!x(1_) # _ YX*x1* } } } xn*yn } } } y1X& .
Particularly, if we set x= y, the condition is equivalent to require
!x( t__*)=!x
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for any unitary _ in End(xn } } } x1X), which restricts the vector !x to the
form
!x= :
s # S
:
u: xn } } } x1X  s
!x(s)(u u) with !x(s) # _ Ys*s& .
Feeding the last expression back into !y ( t_1)=!x(1_) for _=u*v
with u: xn } } } x1 X  s and v: yn } } } y1 X  s coisometries, we have
!x(1_)=:
s, u
!x(s)(u u)(1_)=!x(s)(u v)
and
!y ( t_1)=:
s, v
!y (s)(v v)( t_1)=!y (s)(u v).
Thus the commutativity condition is finally reduced to require !x(s)=!y (s)
whenever Hom(xn } } } x1 X, s){[0] and Hom( yn } } } y1 X, s){[0]: we just
put !(s)=!x(s) with x # S n satisfying Hom(xn } } } x1X, s){[0], which
identifies the vector ! with !X .
The inner product of vectors !X and ’X is calculated by
:
x # S n
(!x | !x) {(ex)
= :
x # Sn
:
s # S
:
u: xX  s
(!(s)(u u) | !(s)(u u))
+(xn) } } } +(x1)
d(xn) } } } d(x1)
= :
s # S
:
x # S n
N xn } } } x1Xs (!(s) | !(s))
+(xn) } } } +(x1)
d(xn) } } } d(x1)
=d(X) :
s # S
(!(s) | !(s))
(+n V $X)(s)
d(s)
. K
5. ERGODIC FORMULATION OF AMENABILITY
The tensor category C is assumed to be amenable from here on unless
otherwise stated. By the obvious isomorphism X0 $Hom(I, X), we regard
elements in Hom(I, X) as vectors in X0 /X , i.e., for f # Hom(I, X), f is
identified with f ({12A ) # X .
For example, both of =*X =*X and =*XX* represent vectors in
(XX*XX*) . Note that the former belongs to (XX*XX*)A whereas the
latter is in (XX*XX*)A(X) (=*XX* ({
12
A )=(1X =*X* 1X*)({
12
X )).
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Lemma 5.1. We have
ZX(=*X =*X)=
1
d(X)
=*XX* .
Proof. Let ‘ # (XX*XX*)A(X) . By the general identity of bimodules
Hom(A(X) X A X*A(X) ,A(X) X A Y A X*A(X))
=1X A Hom( AL
2 (A)A ,AYA)A 1X* ,
we can find 8 # Hom(I , (X*X)) such that ‘=(181) =*X ({
12
A ).
Then we have
(‘ | =*X =*X)=((1X 81X*) =*X ({
12
A ) | (=*X =*X) ({
12
A ))
={A (=X (1X 8*1X*)(=*X =*X))
={A (8*=*X*)
(use the reflection identity at the last line). By noting 8*=*X=
{A (8*=*X) 1I , the last expression is further equal to
1
d(X)
((1X 81X*) =*X ({
12
A ) | (1=*X* 1) =*X ({
12
A ))=
1
d(X)
(‘ | =*XX*).
Since =*XX* is in (XX*XX*)A(X) , we get the assertion. K
Lemma 5.2. For l1, the Frobenius transform of d(X) ZXl (=*X 
=*X)(t) # Hom(t*t, X*X) in End(tX*) is given by
:
u # S
d(t)2
d(u)2
+ l (u)
(+ l V $X)(t)
1tX* (u),
where 1tX* (u) # End(tX*) denotes the projection to the u-component in tX*.
Proof. For ‘ # Hom(u*u, X*X), denote by ‘X the associated vector in
(XX*XX*)Al(X)l (see Definition 4.5). Since the vector =*X =*X takes the form
1X*X by the Frobenius transform Hom(I, XX*XX*)  End(X*X), it is
represented as an element of (XX*XX*)l by

x # S l
(1X* =X* 1X)ex{12,
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whence we have
(‘X | =*X =*X)= :
x # Sl
{(ex) :
\: xX  u
(‘(\ \) | 1X* =x* 1X).
Writing \=.(:1X) with : # Hom(x, v) and . # Hom(vX, u), we have
(‘X | =*X =*X)= :
x # Sl
{(ex) :
v # S
:
.: vX  u
N vx(‘(. .) | 1X* =v* 1X)
= :
v # S
:
.: vX  u
+ l (v)
d(v)
(‘ | (1X* =v* 1X)( t..*)).
If we compare this with the inner product formula between vectors in
(XX*XX*)Al (X)l (see Lemma 4.6), we get
d(X)(ZXl (=*X =*X))(t)= :
v # S
:
.: vX  t
d(t)
d(v)
_
+l (v)
(+l V $X)(t)
(1X* =v* 1X)( t..*),
which is a vector in Hom(t*t, X*X).
Since the Frobenius transform of . (1=v* 1)( t..*) d(t)(. | .)
in End(tX*) is given by
:
: tX*  v
d(t)
( | )
*=
d(t)
d(v)
1tX* (v)
(cf. Fig. 5), we obtain the formula. K
We can now prove an ergodic characterization of amenability.
Proposition 5.3. For any u # S, we have
lim
l  
:
s, t # S
N tsu } d(t)d(s) + l (s)&
d(s)
d(t)
+ l (t)}=0.
Proof. In (XX*XX*) l , the vector =*XX* # (XX*XX*)0 takes the form
:
x # S l
=*XX*=x* ex{12.
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FIGURE 5
Since the Frobenius transform of =*XX* =x* in Hom(X*x*xX, X*X) is given
by =*X* , =X*x* , we have
=*XX*= :
x # S l
:
t # S
:
\: xX  t
=*X*=t* (\ \)ex{12,
where the identity
=X*x*= :
t # S
:
\: xX  t
=X*x*(1X*x* \*\)=:
t, \
=t* (\ \)
is used. In other words, the vector =*XX* in (XX*XX*)Al (X)l is associated to
the family [=*X*=t*]t # S .
Since the vector =*X* =t* # Hom(t*t, X*X) is transformed into 1tX* via
Frobenius transform, we have
|l (t)#d(X) ZXl (=*X =*X)(t)&=*XX*(t)= :
s # S \
d(t)2 +l (s)
d(s)2 (+l V $X)(t)
&1+ 1tX* (s).
If we denote by ||l (t)| the positive part of |l (t) in the polar decomposi-
tion of the operator |l (t), then
{tX* ( ||l (t)| )= :
s # S }
d(t)2 +l (s)
d(s)2 (+l V $X)(t)
&1} {tX* (1tX* (s))
= :
s # S
d(s) N stX* } d(t)
2 +l (s)
d(s)2 (+l V $X)(t)
&1}
= :
s # S
N tsX } d(t)d(s) +l (s)&
d(s)
d(t)
(+l V $X)(t)} d(t)(+l V $X)(t) .
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On the other hand, by Schwarz’ inequality,
\ :t # S {tX* ( ||l (t)| )
(+l V $X)(t)
d(t) +
2
:
t
{tX* (1)
(+l V $X)(t)
d(t)
:
t
{tX* (|l (t)* |l (t))
(+ l V $X)(t)
d(t)
=d(X) :
t
(|l (t) | |l (t))
(+l V $X)(t)
d(t)
=&d(X) ZXl (=*X =*X)&=*XX*&
2
goes to 0 as l   by Lemma 5.1. Thus we have proved
lim
l  0
:
s, t
N tsX } d(t)d(s) +l (s)&
d(s)
d(t)
(+l V $X)(t)}=0.
Now the assertion follows from
:
s, t
N tsX
d(s)
d(t)
|(+l V $X)(t)&+l (t)|=d(X) &+l V $X&+l&1  0
as l  , which is equivalent to the triviality of the boundary of the
associated Markov chain. K
Corollary 5.4. For any probability measure & on S, we have
lim
l  
:
s, t, u # S
&(u)
d(u)
N tsu } d(t)d(s) +l (s)&
d(s)
d(t)
+ l (t)}=0.
Proof. This is a consequence of the proposition because of
:
s, t # S
N tsu \d(t)d(s) + l (s)+
d(s)
d(t)
+l (t)+=2d(u). K
Remark. A special case of the above corollary was proved in [11] for
the fusion algebra of descendant bimodules of a strongly amenable subfac-
tor with + the probability measure associated to the subfactor.
Our present result is equivalent to the condition (D1) of [11,
Theorem 6.7] and hence characterizes the amenability of a dimension func-
tion d on a fusion algebra C[S] in terms of a generating ergodic measure
on the spectrum set S satisfying +(1)>0 under the restriction that d and
C[S] are the ones coming from a C*-tensor category.
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6. INVARIANCE PRINCIPLE
Keep the amenability assumption on the tensor category C.
Lemma 6.1. Let !X # (XYX*)Am(X)m and ‘X # (XYX*)
Al (X)
l with lm.
Then
(!X | ‘X)=d(X) :
s, t, w # S
(+m V $X)(s) +l&m (w)
d(s) d(w)
_ :
.: ws  t
d(t)
(. | .)
(!(s)(1=w* 1)( t..*) | ‘(t)).
Proof.
(!X | ‘X)= :
x # S m, x$ # S l&m
{(ex$x)(!X (x)(1X*x* =x$* 1xX) | ‘X (x$x))
= :
x$x # S l
{(ex$x) :
s, t # S
:
:: xX  s
:
: x$xX  t
(!(s)
_(: :)(1=x$* 1) | ‘(t)( )).
If we take =.(#1v)(1x$ ;) with ; # [ vxm } } } x1X], # # [
w
xl } } } xm+1 ] and
. # [ twv] for v, w # S, then we have
(1X*x* =x$* 1xX)( t*)
=( t;;*)(1v* =x$* 1v)(1v*  t##*1v)( t..*)
=( t;;*)(1v* =w* 1v)( t..*)
and hence
(!X (x)(1=x$* 1) | ‘X (x$x))
= :
s, t, v, w
:
:: xX  s
:
;: xX  v
:
#: x$  w
:
.: wv  t
$s, v $:, ; (!(s)(1v* =w* 1v)( t..*) | ‘(t))
= :
s, t, w
N sxXN
w
x$ :
.: ws  t
(!(s)(1=w* 1)( t..*) | ‘(t)).
Feeding this back into the above expression, we obtain the formula. K
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Lemma 6.2. Let !n # Xn and !n+1 # Xn+1 be central vectors associated
to families [!n (s) # [ Xs*s]]s # S and [!n+1 (s) # [
X
s*s]]s # S respectively. Assume
that !n is the Xn -component of !n+1 . Then we have
!n (s)= :
t, u # S
:
.: us  t
!n+1 (t)(. .)(1s* =*u* 1s)
+(u)
d(u)
,
where the summation on . is taken over a complete set of orthogonal
coisometries in Hom(us, t).
Proof. Let x # Sn. For ’b{12 # [ Xx*x]L
2 (xRx), we have
(’b{12 | !n+1)
= :
u # S
(’(1x* =u* 1x) (eu b) {12 | !n+1 (u, x)eu, x{12)
= :
u # S
(’(1=u* 1) | !n+1 (u, x))
+(u)
d(u)
{(b)
= :
t, u # S
:
\: uxn } } } x1  t
(’(1=u* 1) | !n+1 (t)(\ \))
+(u)
d(u)
{(b)
= :
t, u, v # S
:
.: xn } } } x1  v
_ :
: uv  t
(’(1=u* 1) | !n+1 (t)( (. 1)(1.)))
+(u)
d(u)
{(b)
= :
t, u, v
:
., 
(’ | !n+1 (t)( )(1v* =*u* 1v)(. .))
+(u)
d(u)
{(b). K
Lemma 6.3 (Invariance Principle). For ‘ # X A , let ‘n be the projection
of ‘ to Xn for n0. Then, for each s # S, the vector
‘n (s) # Hom(s*s, X)
is independent of the choice of n1 (denoted ‘(s) with this reason) and
satisfies ‘0=‘n (I ).
Remark. If ‘ # X0=Hom(I, X)/X A , then ‘(s)=‘=s* .
By decomposing X into simple components in C, we may assume that X
is simple for the proof of invariance principle.
Since the vector space X A is finite-dimensional and approximated by
Z (X Amm ) for large m, we can choose m1 so that Z (X
Am
m )=X
A
 . We
shall prove the invariance principle first for nm. In this case, any central
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vector ‘ is of the form Z (!$) for some !$ # X Amm and we just need to prove
‘m (s)=‘m+1 (s) for s # S because of X A=Z (X
An
n ) for nm.
Lemma 6.4. Let ‘=Z!$ with !$ # X Amm . Then for n1,
‘n (t)= lim
l  
:
s, u, v, w
d(u)
d(s) d(v) d(w)
+m (s) +l&m (v) +l&n (w)
+l (u)
_ :
.: vs  u
:
: wt  u
!$(s)(1s* =v* 1s)( t..*)
_1u*u (X)( )(1=*w* 1)
in Hom(t*t, X), where 1u*u (X) # End(u*u) denotes the projection to the
X-component in u*u (recall that X is assumed to be simple).
Proof. Let ’$ # X Ann . By the inner product formula in Lemma 4.6, we
can take an orthonormal basis of X All parameterized by u # S,
‘ # Hom(u*u, X) to obtain the expression
(’$ | Zl !$)= :
u # S
:
‘: u*u  X
d(u)
(‘ | ‘) +l (u)
_\’$ } y # Sl ‘( y)ey{
12+\ x # Sl ‘(x)ex{
12 } !$+ ,
where
‘(x)= :
\: x  s
‘(\ \) # _ Xx*x& .
If we apply Lemma 6.1 with X and Y replaced by I and X respectively, then
(’$ | Zl !$)= :
u, ‘
d(u)
(‘ | ‘) +l (u)
_ :
s, t, u, w
:
.: vs  u
:
: wt  u
+m (s)
d(s)
+n (t)
d(t)
+l&m (v)
d(v)
+l&n (w)
d(w)
_(’$(t)(1=w* 1)( t*) | ‘)
_(‘ | !$(s)(1=v* 1)( t..*))
= :
s, t, u, v, w
d(u)
d(stvw)
+m (s) +n (t) +l&m (v) + l&n (w)
+l (u)
:
.: vs  u
:
: wt  u
_ :
‘: u*u  X
1
(‘ | ‘)
(!$(s)(1=v* 1)( t..*) ‘*)
_(‘( )(1=*w* 1) ’$(t)*
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= :
s, t, u, v, w
d(u)
d(stvw)
+m (s) +n (t) +l&m (v) + l&n (w)
+l (u)
_ :
.: vs  u
:
: wt  u
(!$(s)(1=v* 1)( t..*)
_1u*u (X)( )(1=*w* 1) ’$(t)*) .
Since ’$ # X Ann is arbitrary, we get the expression
(ZnZl!$)(t)= :
s, u, v, w
d(u)
d(s) d(v) d(w)
+m (s) + l&m (v) +l&n (w)
+l (u)
_ :
.: vs  u
:
: wt  u
!$(s)(1=v* 1)( t..*)
_1u*u (X)( )(1=*w* 1).
Taking the limit l  , we obtain the formula for ‘n (t)=(Zn ‘)(t). K
Let ’ # Hom(t*t, X) for some t # S and we compare (’ | ‘m (t)) with
(’ | ‘m+1 (t)). Suppose that !$ is supported by a single s # S: !$(s$)=0 for
s${s and set !=!$(s).
By the previous lemma, ((’ | ‘m (t))&(’ | ‘m+1 (t))) d(s)+m (s) is the limit
l   of
Ml= :
u, v, w # S
d(u)
d(v) d(w)
+l&m (v)
+l (u)
(+l&m (w)&+ l&m&1 (w))
_ :
.: vs  u
:
: wt  u
(!(1=v* 1)( t..*)
_1u*u (X)( )(1=*w* 1) ’*) .
By using d(v)d(u) d(s) and d(w)d(u) d(s) (note here that the sum-
mation is taken over u, v and w satisfying Hom(v, us*){[0] and
Hom(w, ut*){[0]), we have the inequality
} :.,  (!(1=v* 1)(
t..*) 1u*u (X)( )(1=*w* 1) ’*) }
 :
., 
&!&&’& d(v)12 d(w)12&!&&’& N uvs N uwt d(u) d(s)
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(note that &!&=(! | !)12, &’&=(’ | ’)12) and then estimate |Ml |
d(s)2 &!&&’& by the upper bound
:
u, v, w
d(u)2
d(v) d(w) d(s)
N uvs N
u
wt
+l&m (v)
+ l (u)
|+l&m (w)&+ l&m&1 (w)|
= :
u, w
(+ l&m V $s)(u)
+l (u)
d(u)
d(w)
N uwt |+
l&m (w)&+ l&m&1 (w)|.
From the relation s # S (+l&m V $s)(u) +m (s)=+l (u), we have (+l&m V $s)
(u) +m (s)+ l (u), which is used in the above bound to get
+m (s) |Ml |
d(s)2 &!&&’&
 :
u, w
d(u)
d(w)
N uwt |+
l&m (w)&+ l&m&1 (w)|
 :
u, w
N uwt } d(u)d(w) + l&m (w)&
d(w)
d(u)
+l&m (u) }
+ :
u, w
N uwt } d(u)d(w) +l&m&1 (w)&
d(w)
d(u)
+l&m (u) } .
By Proposition 5.3, the first summation in the last bound goes to 0 as
l  .
To estimate the second summation, we use
+l&m (u)= :
x, y # S
d(u)
d(x) d( y)
N uxy +
l&m&1 (x) +( y)
in the summand to get
} d(u)d(w) + l&m&1 (w)&
d(w)
d(u)
+ l&m (u) }
= }:x, y
d(x)
d(w) d( y)
N uxy +( y) +
l&m&1 (w)& :
x, y
d(w)
d(x) d( y)
N uxy+
l&m&1 (x) +( y) }
 :
x, y
N ux, y+( y) } d(x)d(w) d( y) + l&m&1 (w)&
d(w)
d(x) d( y)
+l&m&1 (x) }.
Therefore the second summation in the bound is further estimated by
:
x, y, w
+( y)
d( y)
N wxyt* } d(x)d(w) + l&m&1 (w)&
d(w)
d(x)
+l&m&1 (x) },
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where we have used the identities
:
u # S
N uwt N
u
xy=N
xy
wt=N
w
xyt* .
To see that the above bound of the second summation goes to 0 as
l  , given an arbitrary =>0, choose a finite subset F/S so that
:
y # S"F
+( y)
d( y)
=.
From the inequality
:
x, w # S
N wxyt* } d(x)d(w) +l&m&1 (w)&
d(w)
d(x)
+l&m&1 (x) }
 :
x, w
N wxyt* \d(x)d(w) +l&m&1 (w)+
d(w)
d(x)
+l&m&1 (x)+
=2d( y) d(t),
we see that
:
y # S"F
+( y)
d( y)
:
x, w # S
N wxyt* } d(x)d(w) +l&m&1 (w)&
d(w)
d(x)
+ l&m&1 (x) }
2 :
y # S"F
d(t) +( y)2d(t) =,
whereas if we rewrite the remaining term into the form
:
y # F
:
u # S
N uyt* :
x, w
N wxu } d(x)d(w) +l&m&1 (w)&
d(w)
d(x)
+ l&m&1 (x) } ,
it goes to 0 as l   again by Proposition 5.3.
In this way, we showed the invariance principle for nm. Let ‘ # X A
and let ‘(s)=‘n (s) # Hom(s*s, X) for nm and s # S. Since ‘m is the pro-
jection of ‘m+1 to Xm , the family [‘(s)]s # S satisfies
‘(s)= :
t, u # S
:
.: us  t
‘(t)(. .)(1=u* 1)
+(u)
d(u)
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by Lemma 6.2 and then again by the same lemma, the projection of zm to
Xm&1 is given by
zm&1= :
x # S m&1
‘(x)ex{12 with ‘(x)= :
s # S
:
\: x  s
‘(s)(\ \),
i.e., the invariance principle is satisfied for nm&1. Repeating the same
argument, we inductively show the invariance down to n=1.
If we take the composition with =*s* in the equation for [‘(s)] deduced
from Lemma 6.2, we have
‘(s) =*s*= :
t, u # S
+(u)
d(u)
:
.: us  t
(. .) =*s*u*= :
t, u # S
N tus
+(u)
d(u)
‘(t) =*t*
and particularly
‘(I )= :
t # S
+(t)
d(t)
‘(t) =*t* ,
which is nothing but ‘0 by Lemma 6.2 (cf. the remark after Lemma 6.3) and
the proof of Lemma 6.3 is completed.
7. IRREDUCIBILITY
Let X be an arbitrary object in an amenable tensor category C. Given a
central vector ‘ # (XX*)A with the associated intertwiner 8: L
2 (A) 
(XX*) , let z # End(X) be the Frobenius transform of 8: z{12X =8({
12
A )=‘.
Let en : (XX*)  (XX*)n be the projectional as before and E Xn : A(X) 
An (X) be the trace preserving conditional expectation for n=0, 1, 2, ... .
Then
‘n=en‘=en (z{12X )=En (z) {
12
X
and, after some manipulation of Frobenius transforms (cf. Fig. 6), we see
that zn=E Xn (z) # A$n & An (X) is given by
zn= 
x # S n
z(x)ex
for n1, where
z(x)= :
s # S
:
\: x  s
(\*1X) z(s)(\1X)
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FIGURE 6
with
z(s)=(1s =X)(1s ‘(s)1X)(=s* 1sX) # End(sX)
and
z0=z(I ) # A0 (X)=End(X)/End(X).
Lemma 7.1. For ! # X , denote by !n the projection of ! to Xn . Then,
for !, ’ # Xn , we have
(z!)n=zn !, ( tz’*)n=’*zn .
Proof. For !, ’ # Xn , it is immediate to check the formula
({12X | !A ’*)=(’ | !)=(!* | ’*),
which is valid even if ! or ’ belongs to X . (See the discussion after
Proposition 3.7.) For ! and ’ in Xn , !A ’* is in (XX*)n and we have
(zn !)’*=zn (!A ’*)=en (z(!A ’*))=en ((z!)A ’*).
Taking the inner product with the vector {12X , we get (’ | zn!)=(’ | z!),
showing (z!)n=zn !.
Since the projection en preserves the canonical conjugation in L2 (A(X))
=(XX*) and since !A ( tz’*)=(1 tz)(!A ’*)=(!A ’*)z , we
have
en (!A ( tz’*))=(en (z*(’A !*)))*
=(zn*(’A !*))*=((zn*’)A !*)*=!A (’*zn)
and, again by taking the inner product with the vector {12X , we obtain
(!* | tz’*)=(!* | ’*zn), proving ( tz’*)n=’*zn . K
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Lemma 7.2. Let Y be an object in C. Then the ampliation z1Y #
End((XY)) corresponds to the central vector (1=*Y 1) ‘ # (XYY*X*)
with
(z1Y)(s)=z(s)1Y # End(sXY).
Proof. The associated central vector is computed by
(z1Y) =*XY=(z1Y)(=*XY) ({12A )=(z1)(1 (=*Y) 1)(=*X) ({
12
A )
=(1=*Y 1) z{12X =(1=*Y 1) ‘.
Then
((1=*Y 1) ‘)1=(1=*Y 1)1 ‘1=
s # S
(1=*Y 1) ‘(s)es {12
shows that (z1Y)(s) is the Frobenius transform of (1=*Y 1) ‘(s),
which turns out to be z(s)1Y . K
Lemma 7.3. Let X and Y be objects in C. Let z # A(X). Then we have
E XYn (z1Y)=E
X
n (z)1Y
for n0, i.e., the following is a commuting square.
An (X) ww A (X)
An (XY) ww A (XY).
Proof. Let en : (XYY*X*)  (XYY*X*)n be the projection. Then, for
! # (XYY*X*)n , we know (1X =Y X*)n ! # (XX*)n , which is used in the
computation
(! | (z1YY*X*) {12XY)=(! | (z1) =*(XY) ({
12
A ))
=(! | (z1)(1X =*Y 1X*) {12X )
=(! | (1X =*Y 1X*) (z{12X ))
=((1X =Y 1X*) ! | z{12X )
=((1X =Y 1X*)n ! | E Xn (z) {
12
X )
=(! | (En (z)1)(1X =*Y 1X*)n {12X )
=(! | (En (z)1)(1X =*Y 1X*) {12X )
=(! | (En (z)1) {12XY)
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to get
E XYn (z1(YY*X*))=E
X
n (z)1(YY*X*) . K
Lemma 7.4. We have for s # S,
(1X  tz)(s)= :
t # S
:
\: t  sXX*
(1sX =X* 1X*)
_(\1XX*)(z(t)1X*)(1t =*X) \*,
where the summation on \ is taken over a complete set of orthogonal
isometries.
Proof. Consider the intertwiner c=1 tz # End((XX*)). Then we
can find a family [c(s) # End(sXX*)]s # S such that
E XX*n (1
tz)=cn= 
x # Sn
c(x)ex
for n1 with
c(x)= :
s # S
:
\: x  s
(\*1XX*) c(s)(\1XX*).
On the other hand, E XX*n (1
tz) is given by the right multiplication of
zn # An (X) on (XX*)n by Lemma 7.1 and Lemma 7.3, whence we have
cn!=!zn for n1 and ! # (XX*)n .
If we let n=1 and take !=\a{12 with a # sRt and \ # Hom(t, sXX*) for
some s, t # S, then
c(s) \a{12=(\$z(t))$a{12,
where \$ # Hom(tX, sX) is the Frobenius transform of \ and
(\$z(t))$ # Hom(t, sXX*) is the Frobenius transform of \$z(t), i.e.,
\$=(1=X*)(\1X) and
(\$z(t))$=(\$z(t)1X*)(1t =*X)
=(1=X* 1)(\1XX*)(z(t)1X*)(1t =*X).
By comparing these, we have
c(s) \=(1=X* 1)(\1XX*)(z(t)1X*)(1t =*X)
for any s, t # S and \ # Hom(t, sXX*). K
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Lemma 7.5. If z # End(X) satisfies z(I )=0, then we have
(1Y 
tz)(I )=0 in End(YX*)
for any object Y in C.
Proof. Let E0 : A(YX*)  A0 (YX*) be the trace preserving conditional
expectation. Recall that E0 (T )=T(I ) for T # A(YX*) from Lemma 6.3 and
(z1Y*)(I )=z(I )1Y* by Lemma 7.2.
Then, for any c # A0 (YX*), we have
{YX* ((1 tz) c)={XY* ( tc(z1))
={XY* ( tcE0 (z1Y*))
={XY* ( tc(z1Y*)(I ))
={XY* ( tc(z(I )1Y*))
=0,
whence
(1 tz)(I )=E0 (1 tz)=0. K
Theorem 7.6. The C*-tensor functor X [ X , f [ f from an amenable
C*-tensor category C with Frobenius duality into the C*-tensor category of
AA bimodules of finite index (A being an AFD II1 -factor) is fully faithful,
i.e., for objects X and Y in C, the functor map
Hom(X, Y) % f [ f # Hom(X , Y)
is a surjective isomorphism.
Proof. Non-trivial is the surjectivity. Since Hom(X, Y) is a corner of
End(XY), we may suppose that X=Y.
Let z # End(X) and set w=z(I ) # End(X). If we replace z with z&w ,
then it satisfies z(I )=0. Thus we need to show z=0 under the assumption
z(I )=0. Then, by Lemma 7.5, (1XYY*  tz)(I )=0, whereas Lemma 7.2 and
Lemma 7.4 imply
(1XYY*  tz)(I )= :
t # S
:
\: t  XYY*X*
(1XY =Y*X* 1Y*X*)
_(\1XYY*X*)(z(t)1YY*X*)(1t =*XY) \*.
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Thus, if Hom(t, XYY*X*){0, then we have
0=(1=Y*X* 1)(\1XYY*X*)(z(t)1YY*X*)(1t =*XY)
=(1XYY* =X* 1X*)(\1XX*)(z(t)1X*)(1t =*X).
For any given s # S, if we take Y=X*(Is) and \==*X *=*X with
* # Hom(s, (Is)(Is*)), then the identity
(=X 1)(1XYY* =X*)(\1X)=d(X)(*1X)
is used to deduce
(*1XX*)(z(s)1X*)(1s =*X)=0,
i.e.,
(z(s)1X*)(1s =*X)=0
because of *{0, and then z(s)=0 by Frobenius transform. K
8. COMPACT QUANTUM GROUPS WITH AMENABLE DUALS
As an application of bimodule realization of tensor categories, we shall
construct a minimal action of a compact quantum group G on the AFD
II1 -factor whenever the Tannaka dual C(G) of G is amenable as a C*-ten-
sor category with Frobenius duality.
The Tannaka dual C(G) of a compact quantum group G is characterized
in [44] as a C*-tensor category realized inside the tensor category of finite-
dimensional complex Hilbert spaces with a Frobenius duality [=V] satisfy-
ing the positivity:
=V (vv*)0 for any v # V.
Here, for a Hilbert space V, V* denotes the dual Hilbert space of V with
V % v [ v* # V* the natural conjugate-linear isomorphism.
Note that the spectrum set of C(G) is the set G of equivalence classes of
irreducible G-modules.
Given a compact quantum group, we denote by W*(G) the associated
group von Neumann algebra, which is isomorphic to a direct sum of finite-
dimensional matrix algebras indexed by G and is furnished with a Hopf
algebra structure.
Let L (G) be the dual Hopf von Neumann algebra of W*(G), where the
notation represents a symbolical meaning of the ‘‘function algebra on G ’’
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and the von Neumann algebra L (G) may happen to be non-com-
mutative.
Proposition 8.1. If the Tannaka dual C(G) of a compact quantum
group G is amenable as a C*-tensor category with Frobenius duality, then
the group von Neumann algebra W*(G) has the trivial deformation
automorphism group, i.e., W*(G) is a Kac algebra.
Proof. We first note that the ordinary dimension for vector spaces gives
a dimension function on the fusion algebra C[G ].
For an object V in C(G), the Frobenius duality =V : VV*  C gives
rise to a positive invertible operator hV on V so that
=V (v$v*)=(v | hV v$)
and the quantum dimension of V is given by
d(V)=trace(hV).
From the hook identities, we have thV*=h&1V and hence d(V*)=
trace(hV*)=trace(h&1V ), should be equal to d(V). Then, by Schwarz’
inequality,
trace(1V)- trace(hV) trace(h&1V )=d(V).
Thus the ordinary dimension is majorized by d. By the minimality of the
amenable dimension d, we conclude that
trace(hV)=dim V=trace(h&1V ),
which is possible only for hV=1V . K
Now let G be a compact quantum group with amenable dual. If we
apply Proposition 3.8 and Proposition 3.14 to the C*-tensor category
C(G), we obtain a C*-functor from C(G) into the C*-category of AA
bimodules of finite index (A being an AFD II1 -factor) preserving the
Frobenius dualities, which can be interpreted as being given a kind of
action of G on A: According to the crossed product construction in [45],
we can define a von Neumann algebra M (=A<G ) including A as a sub-
factor and a coaction $: M  ML (G) of L (G) on M (the dual action
of G) so that A is the fixed point algebra of $: A=[x # M; $(x)=x1].
Lemma 8.2. The bimodule ML2 (M)A is irreducible, i.e., the relative com-
mutant A$ & M is trivial.
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Proof. From the construction of M, we have
L2 (M)$ 
V # G
V V*
as AA bimodules. By Theorem 7.4, [V]V # G is an inequivalent family of
irreducible bimodules and hence any T # End(AL2 (M)A) is of the form
T$ 
V # G
1V TV
with TV # B(V*). Particularly, T{12A =TI{
12
A for {
12
A # L
2 (A)=I I*/
L2 (M). Since the vector {12A # L
2 (M) is cyclic for the left action of M ([45,
Lemma 14]), we have T=TI1L2(M) if T belongs to End( ML2 (M)A). K
The crossed product algebra M < G of the coaction $ is, by definition,
the von Neumann algebra generated by $(M) _ W*(G)$ on L2 (M)
L2 (G) ([3]).
As a dual action, the coaction $ is faithful and hence, by the crossed
product vs. fixed point algebra duality ([35], [50]), we know that the
crossed product M < G is naturally isomorphic to the commutant algebra
End(L2 (M)A), whence M < G is a factor as a commutant of a factor.
Thus the action of G on the factor M given by $ is minimal in the sense
that (M $)$ & M=C1M and M < G is a factor ([32, 38]) (see [12, 35, 50]
for more information on minimality of actions).
In the remaining of this section, we shall show that M is an AFD II1 -fac-
tor.
Lemma 8.3. The von Neumann algebra M is a finite factor.
Proof. Let E: M  A be the (faithful) normal conditional expectation
defined by
E(x)=($(x)) 1|^ ,
where |^ is the Haar state on L (G), i.e., the Haar measure of G. Then by
the formula of the modular automorphisms _. b Et for . # A
+
*
([45,
Lemma 15]), we see that {A b E is a tracial state on M. K
Lemma 8.4. Assume that we can find a sequence [n]n1 of normal
states of W*(G) such that
lim
n  
((.n , 2(a))&.(1) n (a))=0
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for any a # W*(G) and . # W*(G)
*
. Then the von Neumann algebra M is
AFD.
Proof. Let $ : M < G  (M < G)W*(G) be the dual coaction of $. By
passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that the sequence
[n]n1 converges to a non-normal state 9 on W*(G) with respect to the
weak* topology.
For x # M < G and , # (M < G)
*
, we have
9(($ (x)) ,1)= lim
n  
(,n , $ (x))
and therefore
|9(($ (x)),1)|&,&&x&.
Thus we can find an element y # M < G such that
,( y)=9(($ (x)) ,1) for , # (M < G)* .
Clearly the linear map x [ y is bounded and y=x if $ (x)=x1. We next
show that y always satisfies $ ( y)= y1.
In fact, because of
y= lim
n  
($ (x)) 1n
in weak* topology of M < G and the normality of $ , we have
$ ( y)= lim
n  
( ($ 1) $ (x)) 1n
= lim
n  
( (12) $ (x)) 1n .
Thus we have, for , # (M < G)
*
and . # W*(G)
*
,
(,., $ ( y))= lim
n  
(,.n , (12) $ (x))
= lim
n  
(.n , 2(($ (x)) ,1))
=.(1) lim
n  
(n , ($ (x)) ,1)
=.(1) ,( y),
which shows $ ( y)= y1.
So far, we have constructed a norm 1 projection from M < G to the fixed
point algebra M=(M < G)G . Since M < G is an AFD factor, the Connes’
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injectivity characterization of AFD algebras shows that M is AFD ([2,
26]). K
Lemma 8.5. A sequence [n]n1 of states in the previous lemma exists
if we can find a sequence [&n] of probability measures on G such that
lim
n  
:
x, y # G
N ysx }d(x)d( y) &n ( y)&
d( y)
d(x)
&n (x) }=0
for any s # G .
Proof. For a # W*(G)$V # G B(V), set
n (a)= :
V # G
&n (V)
d(V)
trace(h2V aV)
(cf. the formula for left invariant weights on M < G in [URQG,
Theorem 5.1]). Note here that n is a state owing to d(V)=trace(h2V).
By the obvious estimate
|(.n , 2(a))&.(1) n (a)|&.&&2(a)&1a&2&.&&a&,
we need to show the convergence for . # W*(G)
*
with finite support. By
writing . and a as linear combinations of four positive elements and then
applying the spectral decomposition of the density matrix of ., we may
assume that a0 and
.(a)=(v | aV v)
for a chosen V # G and v # V.
Since 2(a) # W*(G)W*(G) is given by
2(a)= 
V, W # G
:
U # G
:
T: U  VW
d(U)
(T | T )
TaUT*
as an element in V, W B(V)B(W), we have
(.n , 2(a))=:
W
&n (W)
d(W)
:
U, T
d(U)
(T | T )
:
k
(vwk | TaUT*(vh2wk)).
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On the other hand, we have
.(1) n (a)=:
U
&n (U)
d(U)
:
i
(v*hui | v*aUhui)
=:
U
&n (U)
d(U)
:
W
:
S: V*U  W
d(W)
(S | S)
_:
i, k
(v*hui | S*wk)(S*wk | v*ahu i)
If we use the Frobenius transform T: U  VW of S as an index of
summation, we have
=:
U
&n (U)
d(U)
:
W
:
T: U  VW
d(W)
(T | T )
:
i, k
(Thu i | h&1vwk)(h&1vwk | Tahui)
=:
U
&n (U)
d(U)
:
W
:
T: U  VW
d(W)
(T | T )
:
k
(h&1vwk | ThahT*(h&1vwk))
=:
U
&n (U)
d(U)
:
W
:
T: U  VW
d(W)
(T | T )
:
k
(vhwk | TaUT*(vhwk)).
Taking the subtraction of these, we obtain
|(.n , 2(a))&.(1) n (a)|
 :
U, W }
d(U)
d(W)
&n (W)&
d(W)
d(U)
&n (U) }
_ :
T, k
1
(T | T )
(h&1vwk | ThaUhT*(h&1vwk)
&a& :
U, W }
d(U)
d(W)
&n (W)&
d(W)
d(U)
&n (U) }
_ :
T, k
1
(T | T )
(h&1vwk | Th2UT*(h
&1vwk)
&a& :
U, W }
d(U)
d(W)
&n (W)&
d(W)
d(U)
&n (U) }
_:
T
1
(T | T )
&h&1v&2 trace(TT*h2VW)
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=&h&1v&2 &a& :
U, W }
d(U)
d(W)
&n (W)&
d(W)
d(U)
&n (U) }
_
1
d(U)
trace(1VW (U) h2VW)
=&h&1v&2 &a& :
U, W }
d(U)
d(W)
&n (W)&
d(W)
d(U)
&n (U) } N UV, W ,
which converges to 0 by our assumption. K
Theorem 8.6. Let G be a compact quantum group with amenable dual.
Then there exists a minimal action of G on the AFD II1 -factor.
Proof. By Proposition 5.3, the assumption of Lemma 8.5 is satisfied if
we take &n=+n with + an ergodic measure, when M is an AFD II1 -fac-
tor. K
Remark. The assumption in Lemma 8.5 is equivalent to the amenability
of dimension function because we can deduce the Kesten’s condition
limn   +n (1)1n=1 ([11, Theorem 4.1, Theorem 4.5]).
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